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Cloudfm is changing the rules of
the facilities management industry.
We use cutting-edge technology,
innovative processes and an
industry-leading training programme
to deliver superior cost control,
peerless quality and reduced risk.
Founded in 2011, turnover passed
£75m in 2017, and we employ over
300 people, with a further 7,000
sub-contracted engineers. Based
in Essex, London, Nottinghamshire
and Dublin, we operate across
Europe, helping drive business
performance at some of the
world’s most successful brands,
including KFC, TUI, Wolseley, BPP,
PizzaExpress, Guardian Media
Group and many others. To find out
more, visit www.cloudfmgroup.com.
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Welcome...

A note from the editor…
If you weren’t aware, Cloudfm is the
company changing the rules of the
facilities management industry – keeping
workspaces and customer environments
productive, pleasant and profitable.

with Sir Clive and Cloudfm’s CEO
Jeff Dewing, to hear them discuss
the pressures of being a disruptive
influence, and how data can drive
objective decision-making, in any field.

Cloudfm takes a radical approach to this
work, bringing together original thinking
with the best innovations from other
industries, to forge unique processes,
technology and management principles,
and deliver provably superior results for
some of the biggest brands in the UK.

We were also very pleased to make the
acquaintance of Fred Sirieix, ‘The Most
Charming Man in Britain’, hospitality
industry legend, and star of Channel
Four’s First Dates. Fred lends his insight
on how business leaders can develop
and use the skill of charm to build
better business relationships.

Perform is a new initiative, designed to
capture some of the lessons learned from
changing the FM industry, and make them
accessible, both to those in the sector and
to leaders across the world of business.
Indeed, Perform is the next step on
that journey – bringing together innovative
thinking from both the business world and
from other fields of endeavour, to shed
new light on the key challenges business
leaders face, and offer fresh insight
on how they can be overcome.
For example, in creating this pilot issue,
we had the great privilege of speaking
with Sir Clive Woodward, the World Cup
Winning coach of the England rugby team,
and the mastermind behind Great Britain’s
London 2012 Olympic success. We met up
Chris Raymond, Executive Editor

This issue also brings together intelligence
and perspective from writers including
Forbes economics expert Frances Coppola,
FT business tech writer Jane Bird, and
Helena Pozniak, education commentator
for The Times and The Guardian.
Perform is free for business readers and
carries no advertising – we ask only for
your attention, and hope that we can offer
interest, entertainment and some measure
of new perspective on challenges you may
face in your professional life.
You can contact the Perform editorial team
at editorial@perform.online and we’d be very
pleased to hear your thoughts on this pilot
issue, as well as any suggestions you might
have for future content and contributions.

Jeff Dewing is the arch disruptor of
the facilities management industry.
Formerly MD at Trios, and then European
Operations Director at market-leading
global FM provider ISS, Jeff founded
Cloudfm in 2011, to change the rules of
the industry. Seven years later, Cloudfm
turns over £75m and manages estates
maintenance for global brands including
KFC, Wolseley, PizzaExpress,
Guardian Media Group and TUI.
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A league of their own
Cloudfm CEO Jeff Dewing and World-Cup-winning
rugby coach Sir Clive Woodward come together
to discuss decision-making, data, and the
pressures of being a disruptor

Dewing

Woodward

A former England International and a
British and Irish Lion, Sir Clive
Woodward remains the only rugby
coach to win the World Cup with a
Northern Hemisphere side. Formerly
a senior executive with Xerox, he went
on to run his own leasing and finance
business and, in his later role as
Director of Sport for Team GB, he
masterminded Britain’s medal haul
at the London 2012 Olympics.
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B

usiness is full of
sporting metaphors.
It’s sometimes hard
to get through a
meeting without
hearing about how
someone needs to
‘step up to the
plate’, how they
must ‘knock it out of the park’, or how
they will do so ‘right off the bat’.
That’s to name just three examples
from the world of baseball. But the truth
is that the average British manager
knows no more about the rules of
baseball than they do about bullfighting
or Frisbee. But whether the origin
is baseball, cricket, football, boxing
or motor racing, it’s fair to say that
sporting metaphors are not always used
accurately, or even by those who could
say whether they were accurate.
So why do such metaphors appeal? Well,
even for those with a horror of exercise,
we sense a kinship between sport and
business. Both are arenas of intense
competition, and intense collaboration,
where individual and collective ambition
must co-exist, and where we can find
the true limits of our talents and abilities.
Both are areas of endeavour where
original thought is rare but prized, and
where leaders are minutely studied to
discern the secrets of success.
For business leaders looking to find
and push the limits of their abilities,
there is much to learn from the world of

sport. To access that learning, however,
we need to go beyond the figures of
speech, and even beyond the talk of
hard work, of consistency, of teamwork
and of persistence. That’s all valuable,
of course, but it doesn’t tell us
anything new about success.
To find anything of value in the perceived
relationship between sport and business,
we need to go to the innovators – those
who really have gone beyond the
prevailing wisdom, and who have reached
the top of their game by doing so.
Sir Clive Woodward OBE remains
the only coach to win the Rugby World
Cup with a Northern Hemisphere side.
And he did that not simply through hard
work and good fortune, but through
innovation and investment, in both the
processes he used and the systems
he applied. He was the first rugby coach
to use real-time positional monitoring
and analysis in the game, and only
the second in any game, anywhere.
He introduced coaching methods that
were subsequently adopted by almost
every professional team in the world. And
while he cites Formula 1 motor racing
as an inspiration, his focus on player
environment and marginal performance
gains has been adopted (and fostered
by him, through his directorship at Team
GB) by the whole gamut of professional
sport, from cycling to athletics.
Sir Clive is also a lot more familiar with
the language and challenges of business

than many sporting heroes, and therefore
well-placed to facilitate the exchange of
ideas between the two worlds. Having
begun his career in the amateur era
of rugby, he was a senior executive at
Xerox before he was ever a professional
rugby coach, and he is still involved
with a number of businesses now.
We went to spend the day with him
in London, and we took someone we
thought he would be interested in meeting
– Cloudfm CEO Jeff Dewing. Having
risen through the ranks of the facilities
management industry as first an engineer
and manager, and then a senior executive
at Trios and ISS amongst others, Jeff
finally lost patience with the widespread
inefficiencies and bad practice in the
sector, and set up Cloudfm in 2011.
Seven years later, the company turns
over £75m and rising, and works with
some of the most successful brands in the
world. Jeff achieved that by acting entirely
counter to the customs of the industry,
and completely rethinking the processes
in use in the FM sector. Cloudfm is the
first FM company to use dynamic asset
management; the first to use real-time
location and task data; the first to mandate
100% audit of compliance and invoicing –
amongst a long list of other innovations.
So these are two men not afraid
to think differently, even in the face
of some criticism and even scorn from
their peers. How do they, as Kipling
almost wrote, ‘trust themselves
when all men doubt them’?

“”

I dropped anything that wasn’t
helpful. I got rid of anything that
looked like a distraction for the
team, and just focused on what
would make a difference.

Sir Clive Woodward
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For Jeff, it’s about being conscious of your
status as disruptor, being aware that this
will ruffle feathers, and being comfortable
with that. He cites Steve Jobs’ second
(and considerably more successful)
stint at Apple as an inspiration.
“He knew what human beings want,”
Jeff summarises. “He knew what people
wanted and he was prepared to take
responsibility for that view. Above all, he
believed passionately in what he was
doing, and when he started to achieve
success with it, he had the evidence.”
But Jobs is only one of Jeff’s major
inspirations – the other is closer to
home: his parents. “They taught me
that you can delegate authority, but
you can never delegate responsibility,”
he says with some feeling. “They
also taught me the real meaning of
responsibility,” he continues.
“In business you have a responsibility for
everyone who works for you, who joins
you on the journey, and that’s never far
from my mind. It shouldn’t stop you being
disruptive – indeed it should help you be
disruptive if that’s what you believe is the
right thing – but it should stop you being
reckless, and make sure you always
think of the good of the company, not just
your own personal concerns.”

“”

These are two men not afraid to think
differently, even in the face of some
criticism and even scorn from their peers.
How do they, as Kipling almost wrote, ‘trust
themselves when all men doubt them’?

It’s a statement that has Sir Clive nodding
in agreement. Having played for England
in one of the team’s less successful
eras, he always felt a strong sense of
his responsibility to the players once he
became coach. “I saw myself as a player
representing the players,” he recalls.
“I wanted to deliver for the players,
and I didn’t want to let them down.”
He knew he had one of the most
talented sides to have run out at
Twickenham, but he also knew that
that wouldn’t be enough without the
innovation and original thinking that
would soon make his name. And like
Jeff, he only ever did things that would
make a positive difference to the
team, never for their own sake.
“I dropped anything that wasn’t helpful,”
he goes on. “I got rid of anything that
looked like a distraction for the team,
and just focused on what would make a
difference. However creative I had to be to

get what I wanted, I only ever did anything
that I believed would make the team play
better,” he concludes, with a tone that
itself answers the question of whether
he ever doubted what that would be.
It’s one thing to have the sense of
conviction and the force of personality to
disregard the wisdom of experts in your
field, and to plough your own furrow
to success. It’s another thing entirely
to take others with you. In a collective
endeavour like team sport or enterprise,
thinking differently yourself is a lot easier
than persuading others to think like
you – fail to do so, however, and the
greatest innovations will remain
nothing more than wishful thinking.
So how to make a dream a reality, and
translate private vision into collective
success? Both Sir Clive and Jeff extol
the importance of inspiration, leadership,
and winning hearts and minds, but they
are both unusual in largely avoiding
the language of empowerment in
shared success. Not that they never
mention it, but when they do, it’s always
within the context of a framework.
Sir Clive’s most famous achievement
was the 2003 World Cup Final, which
England won with a Jonny Wilkinson
drop-goal two minutes from time. For
all the world, it looked like the supreme
moment of sporting creativity, the perfect
exercise of instinct and talent. But it
wasn’t, or at least it wasn’t just that.
“We’d planned that for months,” reveals
Sir Clive. “As a team we had already
discussed the exact scenario – four
minutes from time, scores tied, we have
the ball on the half-way line. And we’d
discussed what to do if we were three
points behind, if we were five points
behind, if we were three points ahead,
if we were five points ahead.”
This is the doctrine of T-CUP, or
Thinking Correctly Under Pressure.
Rather than simply relying on experience
and instinct, Sir Clive and his team would
agree and memorise a response for
every likely match scenario. In probably
the most complex team game in the
world, players and coach had limited the
scope to make bad decisions – good
decision-making was now just a case
of following the process.

Business is 24/7 – there’s little time
to spend discussing and memorising
responses to different scenarios.
Nevertheless, Jeff’s key insight has
been similar to Sir Clive’s. Whether in
the boardroom or in an apprenticeship,
even the most talented, the most
creative and the most instinctive
team members will achieve higher
performance when their decisionmaking is underpinned by a secure and
comprehensive support framework.
Facilities management is even more
complex than rugby union. But the
scenarios can still be mapped out in a
comprehensive system, with the steps
necessary to achieve each desired
outcome identified and defined. And the
leader in facilities management has an
advantage – scenarios and responses
need not be called to mind in the heat of
a bloody contest. Courses of action can
be defined and captured in a process and
technology platform. In that scenario, the
system that team members work within
will limit the scope for them to make bad
decisions – it’s actually much harder to
make a bad decision than a good one.
Jeff Dewing calls it simply “a safe
environment” – a workplace and
an organisational structure where
employees are empowered to do the
right thing without fear of censure or
unpleasant consequence. But they need
to believe in what they’re doing and why.
“We take our employees on a journey,”
explains Jeff, “they need to understand
the purpose of the company.”
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“”

Get comfortable being uncomfortable
– you have to make it natural for your
stakeholders to behave in a certain way,
and that might be counterintuitive
for them at first.
Jeff Dewing
“They need to be inspired, but that can’t
just come from me, it needs to come
from clients that they hear from every
day. The important thing,” he continues,
“is that they can see the value in what
they’re doing, and we make sure that we
communicate that to them, so they hear
it from us as well as from the clients.”
Success in FM still takes Jonny
Wilkinson-esque moments of inspiration
and talent. After all, to make the sort
of material changes that Jeff has
been able to bring about, does require
individual brilliance. But individual
brilliance, whether on the rugby pitch,
or in facilities management, is still only
as valuable as the results it can bring.
And results in FM, as on the rugby pitch,
are totally objective. You can’t hide from
the scoreboard, just as you can’t hide
from site satisfaction, average job value,
or first-time fix numbers – or at least,
you can’t hide when you’ve designed a
process and data management system
that brings together 100% audited and
automated data in real time, and makes
it available to client and provider alike.
And on that, Jeff and Sir Clive find
a find another point of unequivocal
agreement – the importance of accurate
data in measuring and improving
performance. Sir Clive’s innovation
in data, after all, was totally unheard
of in the world of rugby at the time –
his use of the Prozone system is the
year zero of objective measurement
of performance in the game. The

introduction of the Cloudfm process was
the year zero of objective performance
in facilities management.
For Jeff, it’s about “taking away any
ambiguity.” “There’s no arguing with the
data,” he continues, “when your stats
are published, there’s nowhere to hide,
there’s no hiding anything from your
clients, or from your suppliers.”
And that might not necessarily be
pleasant. ‘Get comfortable being
uncomfortable’ is Jeff’s mantra for
successful change, improvement,
and innovation. “You have to make it
natural for your stakeholders to behave
in a certain way, and that might be
counterintuitive for them at first.” For
Jeff, total accuracy and transparency
of data was a challenging, but wholly
necessary, part of driving material
change in the industry.
That sense of uncomfortableness
is something familiar to Sir Clive as
well. When he brought accurate and
transparent data to the game of rugby
it led to a sea-change in how players
were expected to think about and
develop their performances. Talent
and reputation were no longer enough.
“Players had to properly evaluate their
own performances,” recalls Sir Clive.
“Participants in our meetings could
say what they liked within reason,” he
continues, “and sometimes, things could
kick off.” But, because data doesn’t lie,
and it isn’t open to interpretation, it didn’t

lead to lasting hard feelings. “Whatever
was said,” he concludes, “everyone
had to walk out smiling.”
So, there’s much to learn from the great
innovators and leaders in sport, about
objective performance measurement,
about training and management
systems, and about self-belief. But so
much more insight is achieved when we
add in the insight of the great innovators
in business as well – instead of just
asking the obvious questions.
The two gents part with a warm
handshake, and promise to meet up at
the Cloudfm County Ground to cheer on
the Essex cricket side in their defence
of the County Championship – another
sport changed utterly by the application of
data-based management, and a facility,
incidentally, much improved by the recent
support and expertise of Cloudfm.
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Technical
solution

Jane Bird, technology writer for the Financial
Times and The Economist, explores the impact
of the digital revolution on the FM industry

F

acilities management
has not kept up with
the digital revolution.
Computer Aided FM and
Building Management
Systems are familiar
terms, but the impact
of digital technology
on productivity has not
equalled that of other industries.
That’s not, as some might suggest,
because FM is delivered by people in
the field. Technology only ever exists
to make people more efficient. But FM
has historically struggled to realise the
benefits – short-sighted investment
strategies, poor interoperability
and compromised processes have
undermined most technology
implementations. So what can FM do to
properly harness technology?
Simon Walker, Head of Property at TUI,
certainly has some ideas. During his
tenure he’s seen first-hand how
the effective use of technology can
make a tangible difference to the
experiences of staff and customers,
and to the decision-making process too.
His arrival at TUI led to the company
outsourcing its FM for the first time.

That deal came with a state-of-theart system to enable transparency
between client and provider using
mobile communications, document
management and cloud computing. As a
result, TUI can access real-time cost-byasset data that shows how many times
individual devices have been broken
and repaired. This helps with budgeting
and forecasting, enabling the company
to be more strategic about expenditure.
Cloudfm, which delivers TUI’s FM
service, is also at the forefront of the
development of technology in the
industry. Steve Corbett, the company’s
Chief Information Officer, says problems
with inaccurate data are often what drives
clients to seek technology improvements.
“This is especially true where poor data
has resulted in ineffective management
of quality, finances, or resource,” he
says. “No process is perfect, of course,
but processes should be designed to
eliminate all the common anomalies
and loopholes.”
He goes on to cite compliance
certificates as an example, as these can
often be an area of difficulty, resulting
in dangerous oversights. “We have a
specially trained team to assess each

BIO
Jane Bird is a multi-award-winning business and technology
journalist, and her regular contributions to the Financial Times and
FT.com are amongst the most insightful anywhere on technology in
business. Initially an IT industry executive, and formerly The Sunday
Times’ first ever Technology Editor, Jane has been writing about
technology, business and economics for over 30 years. Her work has
appeared The Economist, The Daily Telegraph and Management
Today, amongst many other business and financial publications.

certificate, and to ensure remedial
works are carried out. No certificate
is recorded as present until this has
been completed, which ensures that
compliance is not based on certificates
that are present, but invalid.”
The accessibility of automated data is as
valuable as its accuracy, and that is not
confined to maintenance. At European
Tyre Enterprise (ETEL), which includes
the Kwik Fit fast tyre repair chain,
accurate energy consumption data is
constantly available up to the latest half
hour. ETEL has installed automatic meter
reading technology for electricity and
gas supplies across its 800 automotive
service centres, 11 distribution hubs, and
five training academies, as well as its
office buildings. This makes accessing
and managing energy data much more
effective, says Ian Kirkpatrick, ETEL’s
Group HR, Facilities and Estate director.
“This data is available via remote
download for monitoring and analysis on
our central systems,” Mr Kirkpatrick says.
“It gives us the ability to spot anomalies
in usage patterns and rectify any site
billing issues quickly. Management of
the usage data also enables us to
avoid any incorrect billing from energy

suppliers and ensures ETEL only
pays for what is used on site.”
Accurate data can easily help create
significant financial savings in this
way, offsetting the cost of innovation,
by improving decision making and
informing where money is best spent.
TUI’s Mr Walker says: “The transparency,
efficiency, management information and
compliance of the outsourced approach
far outweighs the expense.”
With the benefit of data to inform its
approach, TUI was able to pursue
a more proactive FM strategy. Now the
company benefits from monthly visits from
a multi-skilled engineer, addressing many
non-urgent tasks in one visit. Small tasks
such as touching up paintwork, cleaning
filters on air conditioning systems,
and changing lightbulbs may seem
insignificant, but in aggregate they make
a significant contribution to the working
and customer environment. “This provides
a better environment for employees and
customers all the time, while reducing
costs because there are fewer
callouts,” Mr Walker says.
With accurate data, maintenance costs
can be compared with capital investment

options. Whereas lighting for an older
store might cost £20,000 a year, TUI can
now opt to outlay, maybe, £10,000 on
a new system with a 10-year warranty,
effectively reducing its operational
expenditure to zero. Transferring to
energy-efficient bulbs during such an
install also cuts energy costs and reduces
carbon footprint. Cost and carbon savings
can also be made by reconsidering the
options for other systems, such as
heating and air conditioning.
Another benefit of accurate data is
certainty around the agreed KPIs and
SLAs. This helps build good relations
between customers, suppliers and subcontractors. TUI’s contract with Cloudfm
specifies how quickly an engineer
attends a site depending on the urgency
of the problem. Mr Walker says:
“Actually having someone who gets the
job done is crucially important, rather
than someone who charges and leaves
without fixing it.”
FM is a rapidly-moving environment,
with decisions often made a long way
from the job at hand. Mobile technology
ensures that there is no inconsistency
between work done and the record of
it on the system. This becomes the

foundation of trust between provider
and client, says Cloudfm’s Mr Corbett.
“It ensures that there are no grounds
for doubt, mistrust or ill feeling, and no
reason to question operational data.”
But the possible applications of technology
in FM do not stop with better management
of workflows and data, however beneficial
these may be. The next level is already
within reach. The Internet of Things (IoT)
offers exciting potential in FM because
it enables sensors and cameras to be
used remotely to manage buildings and
capture data. James Yearsley, Lead
Partner, Services, at Deloitte UK, says:
“The technology becomes very powerful
because you can manage your manpower
levels from the control centre rather
than having lots of people running
round the buildings all the time.”
Applications range from security—
spotting open doors and windows—to
monitoring usage of toilets for cleaning
purposes. Similarly, with vermin control.
“Instead of having to go around all the
rodent traps in a building, you only have
to go to the ones you know have been
used,” says Mr Yearsley. “Suddenly an
individual’s productivity has changed.”
Further, advanced software such as

artificial intelligence, machine learning
and predictive modelling, is also
beginning to find uses in FM. Deloitte
applied a predictive software algorithm
to water usage in a client’s building and
found there was a leak. “Water usage
was much higher than it should have
been for the occupancy level, bearing
in mind all the toilets, washbasins and
showers,” Mr Yearsley says.
The client at first refused to believe it, but
a month later a leak was found. “Once
the leak was repaired, water consumption
was back at the level our model had
predicted,” says Mr Yearsley. “There is
still lots of work to be done on predictive
modelling but there is huge potential in
applying it to real-time FM data.”
But implementing technology is not
enough to transform the economics
of FM — the IT solution can only ever
enhance and support the business
processes in place, and aid the people
in their work. Automated document
management is a key part of controlling
the workflow, and managing legal and
financial risk. A paperless system is
essential to make sure that it is
always complete, says Cloudfm’s
Mr Corbett. “Further, when the

system mandates verification of
documents by experts, the view of
compliance and other metrics in the
system is always accurate.”
And making that happen requires
buy-in at the senior level. Awareness
of the latest FM technology is not
widespread amongst senior executives.
As Mr Corbett puts it: “People don’t
know what they don’t know. It’s not
uncommon for some estates functions
to be operating with tools and processes
that were outdated 15 years ago,
and it’s easy for board members to
underestimate its potential to support
their business objectives.”
However, the recent failure of
Carillion, and high-profile struggles of
other large providers, has caught the
attention of business leaders across
a variety of sectors, he continues.
“Traditional models of FM have been
shown to be unsustainable, and radical
change is needed — as an industry
it’s up to us to communicate how
that can benefit clients.”
In the case of TUI, the board was
very receptive to Mr Walker’s outsourcing
proposal, back in 2015, because the
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Accurate data can easily help
create significant financial
savings, offsetting the cost
of innovation, by improving
decision making and informing
where money is best spent.

“”

proposal was put in very clear business
terms. What really persuaded the board
to take the plunge was the opportunity
to enhance the company’s brand and its
engagement with staff, Mr Walker says.
“It represented a shift in culture and the
way we worked.”
Deloitte’s Mr Yearsley identifies two
main areas where FM attracts C-suite
attention: “Either something goes wrong
at board level and needs replacing, even
if it is just a blind or a light, or, it can be
when productivity and people retention
are really important, especially when
organisations are going through a period
of consolidation.” When people-orientated
organisations start to reduce their
buildings and work in a more agile way,
FM moves up the agenda, he continues.
Indeed, an increase in mobile staff
may mean less need for office floor
space. But field-based personnel may
require a variety of facilities such as
hot-desking, collaborative work areas,
and quiet zones or private rooms to
make calls. “Suddenly the environment
in which people are operating becomes
very important and you have to think
about how you connect work and place
effectively,” he says.
Getting these factors right helps
motivate staff, improve retention and
boost productivity. The biggest potential
challenge is that you lose productivity
because your teams are unable to use

the space, he says. And customers will
go elsewhere if they find that toilets are
not available, refrigeration units are not
clean and operating effectively, or the
lighting is so poor that they can’t see
what they are buying.
Rather than worrying about FM,
technology, and the workplace
separately, says Mr Yearsley, people
are now starting to think about how to
interconnect them to do things differently,
drive agility, enable collaboration and
achieve integration. Algorithms can help
here too, for example by showing which
people are liaising with each other in an
organisation. “If you can discover who’s
talking to whom, you can work out where
are the main hotspots of communication
and put those people closer together so
that they will be able to communicate
even more effectively,” he continues.
And it’s this joined-up thinking that
the best technology solutions seek to
promote, through the accurate capture
and sharing of data, in order to better
support business objectives. Yes, a
radical rethink is required within FM –
but if nothing changes, then nothing
changes. Technology may not be the
panacea that it is sometimes assumed
to be, but with its intelligent application,
combined with robust processes and
specialist human resource, FM is
well-placed to step into the 21st
century, to the benefit of providers,
clients and end-users alike.
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Everyone recognises that building relationships is a key skill
in business. But where to turn for help? There’s lots of advice
out there, but not much expertise. To find some, we went
to see ‘The Most Charming Man in Britain’, Fred Sirieix –
restaurateur, TV personality and lover of French fries
Feature Chris Raymond Photography Chris Reeve

BIO

Fred

Charm personified

General Manager of
the Michelin-starred
Galvin at Windows,
Fred Sirieix has over
25 years’ experience in
the restaurant industry,
and has won numerous
awards for service and
management. As the
host of Channel Four’s
First Dates, for which he
won a BAFTA. Fred is
also well known for his
charitable work, including
with The Right Course,
which helps former
offenders build careers in
the hospitality industry.
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acilities management
is fraught with friction,
mistrust and frustration.
Between FMs and Ops
Directors; between
FMs and FDs; between
clients and providers;
between providers and
suppliers – it’s rare to
find a harmonious relationship. Much of
this is due to the technical inefficiencies
that are common in the industry. It’s hard
to build fulfilling business relationships
when data is inaccurate, or processes
do not adequately guide the behaviour
of team members.
But even when processes are improved,
and data is accurate, building relationships
isn’t always easy. Business environments
can be stressful, and the human animal is
a complex one. Differences of personality
are common – and these are one of
the most common sources of stress, of
inefficiency and, yes, of ineffectiveness.
Misunderstandings, misplaced dislikes
and clashes of personality cause missed
opportunities and lost value. Who hasn’t
come away from a potentially lucrative
meeting thinking ‘If only that MD/CFO
hadn’t been so b– awkward…’?
So how can you avoid those
moments? How can you be the person
whose personality is always an
asset, who never seems to find people
difficult, who can turn even tricky
situations in their favour?
We tend to think of how we interact
with others as being synonymous
with our personality; it’s something
we think of as innately ours, and not
particularly open to analysis or criticism,
let alone improvement. Soft skills,
though, are skills like any other. We can
assess and improve them so long as
we make the effort to see ourselves as
others see us. That means leaving egos
at the door – something that’s easier
when we think of interpersonal skills as
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abilities that need improvement, rather
than parts of our personality that need
changing. Once we do that, it’s possible
to look for the training and input we
need to grow as a leader.
But who to turn to for that insight?
Well, at Perform, we go to the best.
Fred Sirieix rose to fame as the de facto
host of Channel Four Television’s
First Dates, a reality TV show that has
captivated viewers not with a menu
of shame and embarrassment, but
with genuine happiness, excitement
and possibility. The show follows the
experience of ordinary couples on
their first dates, from pensioners to
students, the attractive and the not
so attractive, gay and straight.
First dates, however, are awkward
enough for anyone, even without a
lurking camera crew and the certain
prospect of broadcast on national TV.
Fred’s job, as maitre’d of the First Dates
restaurant, is to put the daters at their
ease, and help them be their best selves
in what – despite the producers’ best
efforts – must be a rather unnatural
situation. To do that requires the sort of
interpersonal skills that win people over
every time. On the basis that no-one
could possibly have that level of charm
naturally, we went to ask what advice
he would have for business leaders who
recognise the potential for enhanced
charm and relationship skills to add to
their effectiveness at work.
Fred’s day job is as the General
Manager at Galvin at Windows, the
Michelin-starred restaurant on the
top floor of the Park Lane Hilton in
London. When we went to see him
early on a grey Monday morning, the
famous charm is in place – but he’s
all business as he leads the front of
house and kitchen teams setting up for
the lunchtime service. As a bona fide
celeb, it’s easy to forget that Fred made

his name as a high-profile leader in a
fiercely competitive industry.
So has charm been his secret
weapon? The answer from the man
with the piercing blue eyes is a
yes – but it is a qualified yes.
“The most important thing,” he
explains in his endlessly engaging
French accent, “is to have the customer
at heart. “If you don’t do that,” he
continues, “then everything else
becomes more difficult.”
So charm helps, but it won’t cover
a multitude of sins. “Some people
might be charming, or they might be
charismatic,” Fred continues, “but if you
don’t care then you can’t expect your
business to do well.”
“The reality of relationships,” he adds,
“is that they require a lot of hard work.
The only way to get what you want is
to work with the other person, get to
know what they want, and to find
a way to get there together.”
Charm undoubtedly smooths the
road, however. As it happens, we’re
not the first to ask Fred his advice on
how to develop charm where previously
there was none. And, if you’ve ever tried
to work on this skill yourself, and found
it challenging, you’re not alone. “There’s
nothing harder than self-development
[of interpersonal skills],” says Fred. “You
have to go against your own habits, and
your own self in a way, and it’s so much
easier to just stay the same, or to revert
back even if you do make a change.”
“If you’re genuinely interested in learning
and developing,” he goes on, “you
really have to put in the effort.”
That implies that there’s a real
conscious effort going on there and,
indeed, there is a shade of mindfulness
in how Fred advises going about
this. “You have to make the effort to

3 KEY TIPS TO HELP
YOU DEVELOP THE
SKILL OF CHARM
Be genuinely glad to meet

A cold greeting is off-putting and hard to come back from. It puts the
interaction on a negative trajectory from the start. Make eye contact, smile,
shake hands firmly. Make small talk, show enthusiasm and demonstrate
agreement. And if you struggle to do that, think of every meeting as an
opportunity to gain – even if you think you have nothing to gain, meeting
anyone for the first time is an opportunity to see the world from a different
point of view, and to expand your own life experience.

Admit your foibles

We might be impressed by those who seem invulnerable, but showing some
vulnerability comes across as genuine and likeable. For example, if you ask
Fred what his favourite food is, he says without hesitation, “French fries.” It
might seem strange for someone who works with one of the best chefs in
the world, but it comes across as a touching idiosyncrasy, which adds to his
likeability much more than if his favourite food were steak or foie gras.

Don’t be selective

We’ve all heard the advice never to go on a second date with anyone who
is rude to the waiter, or heard of the CEO who asks the receptionist their
opinion of every interviewee. Turning on your charm only with those who
you think are worth your time comes across as mean, duplicitous, and even
dishonest. No matter how hard you try to impress those who matter to you,
if you’re selective with your charm, it will undo your good efforts elsewhere.
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remember what you were going to do,
and then actually do it,” he says, as if
this is the most obvious thing in world.
Which it is, of course. But remembering
what you said you’d do – being
self-aware – is one thing. Making
conscious changes to your tone of
voice, your, body language, your choice
of words and your demeanour – in
short, how you come across to others –
is something else entirely.

“”
The only way to get
what you want is to
work with the other
person, get to know
what they want, and
find a way to get
there together.
Fred Sirieix

It is worth it though. Unsurprisingly, Fred
is a great believer in relationship-building
as part of all-round high-performance
in a business. “If you have excellent
relationships,” he says, with his trademark
intensity, “you are more likely to have
an outcome that is excellent.” ‘Positivity
and passion’ is his mantra for how to
approach a business relationship, and
he sees negativity in relationships as
having a direct and immediate reflection
in negative outcomes in business
activity more generally. “You can’t
claim to be aiming for excellence,”
he says, “if such an important part of
what you do is below par.”
“Excellence on all levels,” he
continues unequivocally. “If you have
a cake with a slice missing, it’s not
the same cake. It’s exactly the same
with a business dealing – if there’s
anything missing [like positivity in the
relationship] then you won’t have
an excellent outcome.”
Cake-related analogies aside,
leaders’ efforts to improve their own
relationship-building skills are actually
a small part of the challenge they face.
After all, as a business leader, it’s
unlikely that you won’t have thought
about, and worked on, some area of
your interpersonal skills at some point
in the past – however successfully or
unsuccessfully you might have done
that. But, as a leader, your performance
really depends on the performance
of your team. So, what about their
relationship-building skills? After all, it’s
hard enough to work on one’s own to
develop charm, charisma and likeability
but what about helping one’s team to
develop these skills as well?

It’s a challenge that Fred has dealt with
for most of his career. There isn’t a
stand-in for First Dates, but he can’t be
at Galvin at Windows for every service,
and he certainly can’t be at every table.
He’s the most charming man in Britain,
but he can’t personally deliver a Michelin
star experience to all guests. To do that,
and to make sure that Windows stays
at the forefront of the London restaurant
scene, he has to build a team with the
same skills and abilities as he has.
In a business context, that’s
invaluable. How many times have you
thought ‘if only I could send so-andso to this meeting, but I can’t trust
them with that client relationship…’?
When we think about relationships,
likeability, and charm as business skills,
it’s logical that we should want our
team to develop them to the highest
level possible. So how does Fred go
about making sure that everyone he
manages, from the head waiter to the
newest trainee, is constantly thinking
about how to charm the customer?
Well, reassuringly enough, even
he doesn’t find it easy. “Most
people won’t remember,” he says
somewhat resignedly. “They need to be
reminded many, many, many times –
that’s just human nature.”
“No culture was ever developed just
by saying something once,” he
continues, “you need to be reminding
people all the time.” “Look at politics,”
he suggests, “political leaders might
make dozens of speeches, all
different, but all on the same topics,
all pointing in the same direction.
And eventually, we come to know
what those leaders stand for.”
So consistency in management leads
to consistency in execution? It would
seem so, but there is more to it than
that. There’s consistency in example
as well. “You have to lead from the
front,” says Fred, in what would be a
statement of the obvious were it not
coming from someone who comes
across as so fiercely independent,
and individual in his thinking.
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And he follows that up with something
not so obvious. “You can achieve more
by being nice and kind,” he continues.
“That doesn’t mean not being assertive,
but it does mean being fair, having
honesty and integrity. Being nice doesn’t
mean you are anybody’s fool, it just
makes you easier to warm to.”
In terms of fostering soft skills in a
leadership context, that makes a great
deal of sense. As human beings we
are the product of our environment.
If someone is hostile towards, us, we
will be defensive or hostile in return
– so if we wish our teams to develop
their interpersonal skills, then blame,
admonishment and unconstructive
criticism of their performance should
undoubtedly be off the menu.
Dealing with, and training others to
deal with, situations where third parties
are hostile or aggressive is another
matter, however. While, in the hospitality
industry the customer is always king,
the customer is also an unknown and
unpredictable factor, and one that staff
have to be trained to deal with even in
some quite challenging situations.
Fred is honourably tight-lipped
about the possibility of difficult
situations with customers, but he’s
totally explicit in how he trains his staff
to manage in any challenging scenarios.
“We train for responsibility,” he says,
with a sudden focus that gives one just
a taste of the intensity that he must
bring to his role as a one of the most
successful managers in his industry.
That’s the responsibility to apply those
interpersonal and soft skills, and to
make sure that even an unhappy
customer goes away feeling positive
about their experience.
There is much to be learned from
that situation for business leaders.
Whatever our best intentions (and
sometimes due to our best intentions),
we will end up causing anger or upset to
people who are important to us in some
way. How does Fred train his team to
deal with the irate, the unreasonable
and the just plain aggrieved?
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“Get back on the front foot,” he says,
without hesitation (and coming from
a successful competitive boxer, the
metaphor isn’t a lazy one). “Team
members need to be empowered to
win the customer back, and they need
to use their judgement, their assertive
qualities to do that.” As he elaborates,
“it’s about empowering people to
make good decisions, but giving
them the support to do that.”
And when there’s a legitimate
complaint? “Whose responsibility is it
to fix the mistake, and how long should
it take?” Fred asks. “The answer is,
straight away, and it’s everybody’s job.
If we don’t react that way, then we just
end up making things worse.”
Finally, for those determined to improve
their relationship-building skills, is there
anything we can learn from watching
First Dates? Well, perhaps more than
you might think. Fred doesn’t really
see a great deal of difference between
the personal and the professional
when it comes to building positive and
productive relationships. “They’re more
similar than they are different,” is his
judgement. The key to success in both,
he reckons, is trust. “Trust is the basis
of love, and in business, it’s the basis
of loyalty. It’s the basis of the long-term
relationships we’re all looking for.”
So charm won’t make up for
questionable behaviour in business, but
it will make good outcomes more likely,
and make them better when they are
achieved. And you can develop charm in
yourself and your team, if not easily, and
not without work. How to work on the
skill? Through self-awareness, focusing
on the needs and wants of others, and
above all, doing so consistently.
We say goodbye – firm handshake,
twinkle in those blue eyes – and Fred’s
immediately back at work, discussing
some finer points of service with a
senior member of his team. Charm,
it seems, can be the secret ingredient
in successful business dealings, but
it won’t ever make up for lack of
effort or attention to detail.

Walking the walk
As Fred is the first to point out,
charm and relationships are nothing
without the substance to back them
up. And part of Fred’s remit as General
Manager at Galvin at Windows is to
make sure that the food is always
up to Michelin-star standards.
Head Chef Joo Won is Fred’s key
ally in this effort. Originally from Busan,
South Korea, and formerly of Le Cordon
Bleu and The Orrery, Joo has been
at Galvin at Windows since its launch
in 2006. Since becoming Head Chef
in 2013, he has been responsible
for shepherding an every-changing,
seasonally-inspired menu.
As well as leading the back of
house team at Galvin with the same
level of dedication, passion and flair
that Fred brings to the front of house,
Joo is able to apply his knowledge and
training in Korean cuisine, to bring
a Korean twist to the French-based
menu at Galvin at Windows.
By bringing the spice, heat and savour
of South Korean cuisine to the classic
tastes of the Continent, Joo has created
the striking combinations that set
Galvin at Windows apart, and serve
to maintain its place at the forefront
of the London restaurant scene.
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Helena Pozniak has been
writing about education,
business, HR and a
wealth of other topics, for
more than 20 years. Her
work appears regularly
in The Guardian and The
Telegraph, and for various
national magazines.
Formerly a journalist with
Reuters and the BBC,
Helena has worked across
print and broadcast media,
and can cut to the heart
of whichever subject
she addresses.

Helena Pozniak, higher education writer for national
newspapers including The Guardian and The Times,
looks at how the evolution of FM has totally changed
the skillset needed by leaders in the discipline

A matter
of skill

BIO

I

f a boiler breaks down, real estate
developer Eco World would know
about it. “We’d have more than 130
apartments full of people unable to
take a shower,” say Matt Finch,
Head of Asset Management at Eco
World London, who’s in charge of
12 sites across the capital, and
ultimately responsible for the giant
boilers which serve the company’s new
apartment buildings. “Good facilities
management has a direct impact
upon our frontline – it affects how
someone’s home is functioning.”
As with many businesses whose
success depends on fully functioning
premises around the clock, Eco World
outsources facilities management
wherever possible to single providers. “I
try to go to one company for everything
– it makes managing the process so
much simpler,” he says. “Otherwise I’d
have to deal with 25 different companies
and paperwork. But there’s a real issue
with finding providers who can deliver
reliably and consistently.” This is a
challenge for the industry as much as
for its customers, and part of the
problem is a lack of bright new talent
opting to build a career in FM.
Facilities management is about more
than fixing faults. It’s about keeping
on top of vast amounts of data, coordinating contractors, procuring
services, ensuring energy efficiency,
managing disputes, keeping up with
changes to a building or business,
and staying up to date with changing
legislation and compliance requirements
– not least health and safety. This remit
requires a mix of soft and hard skills
from those in charge.
What’s going wrong?
As a profession, facilities management
has an image problem, say industry
insiders and sector-specific academics.
“Traditionally a facilities manager was
someone who came usually from a
mechanical or electrical engineering
environment and progressed to a
managerial level,” says Monica Grinfeld,
Senior Lecturer within the Faculty of
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at the University of Westminster. And
perceptions of what’s required to
succeed in FM have not kept up
with the progress in the sector. As a
result, organisations are missing
out on fashioning better functioning,
more efficient practices.
It’s a misunderstanding that persists
sometimes at strategic level, says
Tony Comber, Partner, Building
Engineering Services at Cushman and
Wakefield, and IET panel member for
the built environment. At best, facilities
management is seen as a ‘necessary
evil’, only apparent if something goes
wrong. “When you are buying and
selling a building, you don’t want to
know the long-term costs of keeping the
generator and everything else going.
But this approach is usually to the
detriment of the building – and
business – in the longer term.”
Another problem, says Comber, is that
facilities management lends itself to
a ‘race to the bottom’ on cost. This is
because it’s often viewed solely as a
contractual process. “There are many
KPIs (key performance indicators) to
deliver, so there tends to be more focus
on reacting to problems rather than
proactively managing them.”
And without good facilities management,
a company will be forever firefighting –
at great expense, says Steve Hancock,
Director of Estates and Facilities at the
Bannatyne Group. “If you don’t stay on
top of it, you might have unexpected
capital outlay when you least expect it.”
He’s a firm believer in preventative
measures, and he’s not scared of
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level. As a chain of hotels, health
clubs and spas, the company has
some 71 health club sites, 47 spas
and four hotels across the UK. “We
have a really mixed portfolio,” he
says. “Some are new builds, many
are acquisitions. There are different
systems, different building materials nothing is standardised. Acquisitions
are a big part of our business as well
as extending and refurbishing.”
When possible, Hancock will retain
existing contractors at a site to fulfil a
facilities management role. More than
anything, he values trust, honesty and
an established relationship, but he’ll
constantly review his suppliers. “We
build trust over years, but I’ll keep an
ear to the ground to see if anything is
changing in a company.”
Industry insiders tend to agree that not
enough people understand the career
potential within FM – which leads to a
lack of qualified people with the clout
and vision to make the most of the role.
Only a handful of universities currently
teach facilities management, and
some institutions such as Greenwich
and Westminster have scaled back or
stopped courses completely.
Image problem?
“There’s no understanding of what the
profession is all about,” says Grinfeld.
“We know what a lawyer or a brain
surgeon does, but who outside the sector
knows what a facilities manager is? It
lacks a defined identity.” Westminster no
longer teaches FM to undergraduates,
but offers facilities and property
management at postgraduate level.

Facilities managers who attend might
have vastly different responsibilities
depending on their location, and the
nature of their companies. “They’re no
longer just the guy who fixes the boiler.
Suddenly they require a range of hard
and soft skills, they need to be across
health and safety legislation, they need
to be able to resolve disputes, manage
buildings data, answer to a finance
director.” And for this, she argues, they
need leadership development, skills
training, and “a space to communicate.”
But there are very few institutions that
promote facilities management as an
option, agrees Christine Gausden,
who leads the BIM4FM – a hub for
professional experts within the Chartered
Institute of Building. She also teaches
at the University of Greenwich, which
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Industry insiders tend to
agree that not enough
people understand the
career potential within FM
– which leads to a lack of
qualified people with the
clout and vision to make
the most of the role.
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What’s also needed is a willingness to take a
fresh approach with the supply chain. Innovative
delivery methods could give more control and
greater transparency for facilities managers.
has dropped some of its postgraduate
facilities management provision. “We
could offer a part-time master’s degree
were there sufficient demand,” she
says. “It’s a circular problem. It’s not
promoted as a career, so nobody
knows about it or understands it– and
nobody chooses to study it.”
Most people currently enter the
profession via a project management role
within construction or quantity surveying.
But there should be more routes in,
says Gausden – facilities management
is essentially a project management
role, but working within an operational
environment, and requiring slightly
different skills. “When you put a new
project in place or refurbish a property,
you need to think how to manage that
for the next 60-100 years – and that’s
a big skills gap at the moment. It’s also
complex. It requires a mix of soft and
hard skills.” For many in the sector, these
skills fall outside their experience to date.
Although the construction sector
operates distinctly from the facilities
management industry, there is certainly
a close relationship – what construction
does today will impact on FM tomorrow.
So a government move to transform the
UK’s built environment and digitalise
design and processes may provide
an opportunity to overhaul facilities
management in the future, says
Gausden. From 2016, the government
has mandated that state-procured
construction projects be designed
and managed digitally. This means
they must deploy building information
modelling (BIM) – such as 3D
modelling, data capture and analysis

– to make the design and construction
of buildings more efficient, responsive
and in tune with people’s needs in
the future. These processes could be
harnessed beyond the construction
phase, and contribute to the ongoing
management of premises, she believes.
And the government’s BIM-linked
‘Soft Landings’ initiative hopes to
promote the afterlife of a project. In
an ideal world, a building project will
have a champion who’s focused on
the operational stages – rather than
how it’s designed and built. This
knowledge can then be passed on
to facilities management, who can
use it to ensure the building is used
properly, profitably and maintained
once it’s finished – and have the
benefit of highlighting the strategic
importance of keeping everything
running smoothly in the decades to
come. “This is the government trying to
promote continuity, by bringing facilities
management into the process of the
creation of the built environment,” says
Grinfeld. “There’s growing awareness
of the benefits of having someone to
look after the long-term future of the
building at a stage when decisions are
being made.” At a simple level, this
could mean ensuring easy access to
service utilities is built in during the
design process, for example.
On the up
While technology is not a panacea, it
does offer opportunities to revolutionise
how companies can operate, and
this has an impact on the calibre
of candidate required. “There are
incentives in our industry to employ

people with the lowest possible skills
for a position, but we take the opposite
approach,” says Adam Clayfield, Group
Commercial Director at Cloudfm.
“Very few people set out to behave
badly; most want to do a good job,” he
continues. But it’s the wrong incentives,
misjudged targets and slack systems
that create waste and allow poor
management. Transparency within
the system – which well-judged use
of technology can create – helps to
eliminate poor practice and allows
companies to keep on top of compliance
requirements. “Raising quality in
facilities management will support the
business in offering an optimal customer
experience,” says Clayfield.
And increasing availability of data from
the buildings themselves promises
more opportunity. Smart buildings
– which create data about energy
and other usage – are generating
enthusiasm, says Eco World’s Finch
– not least around producing more
sustainable designs and energyefficient systems. “There’s a real buzz
in the industry about what the data can
tell you,” he says. “It’s about genuinely
understanding the customer’s needs.
The speed of technology allows you
to try new things at a relatively modest
cost. You could have data to show that
investing in different lighting systems
for example is worthwhile, and that’s so
valuable. Ultimately facilities managers
are the people responsible for getting
this stuff operational.”
Where will a new generation of skills
for this changing sector come from?
Experiential learning – on the job

– is still one of the finest routes in,
Bannatyne Group’s Hancock believes.
He began as an apprentice himself and
is a staunch believer in professional
training. The BIFM (British Institute
for Facilities Management) has just
confirmed a new level six (degree
equivalent) FM apprenticeship, and
already offers levels three and four. “Old
timers like me often say experience –
four or five years – is essential in this
sector,” says Hancock.
New thinking
But any training must reflect the
changing demands of the sector,
says the University of Greenwich’s
Gausden. She doesn’t just mean just
staying abreast of changing legislation
– although that’s tricky enough. “The
whole industry keeps changing.
We’ve gone digital and we can’t ignore
it. Not enough facilities managers
are yet making the most of the data
available to them.”
What’s also needed is a willingness
to take a fresh approach with the
supply chain, adds Cloudfm’s
Clayfield. Innovative delivery methods
could give more control and greater
transparency for facilities managers,
which in turn will drive up quality and
levels of professionalism. This could
provide, he says, “a true partnership
between provider, supply chain and
client.” And that can only be a good
thing, if it raises levels of awareness
of what the sector has to offer
businesses in the coming decades,
and creates an optimal environment
in which candidates can build a
fulfilling, successful career.
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The joined-up
approach
Derrick Hidden, Technical and Consulting Director and
Co-Founder at Cloudfm, looks at how a different approach to
the data analysis around property management can offer a
new perspective for organisations facing property challenges

BIO
One of the most respected
figures in the facilities
management industry, Derrick
Hidden is Co-founder and
Consulting and Technical
Director at Cloudfm. An
entrepreneur, business leader
and expert engineer, Derrick
has held senior roles across
the FM industry, and is an
industry leader in the use of
data analysis to tackle property
management challenges.
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T

he recent torrent
of bad news from
British high streets
has prompted
any amount of
pessimistic rumbling,
both in the property
management
industry and beyond.
Ballooning business rates and the
hangover of peak-market leases have
seen closures and downsizing amongst
even seemingly robust brands.
Many market commentators have called
disaster, foreseeing a fundamental shift
in how our commercial spaces are used.
But the truth is that the only fundamental
in retail and hospitality is that human
beings find shopping, eating and drinking
to be experiences worth paying for.
Other than that, these sectors are always
in a state of flux, and that is how it should
be. They are two of the most dynamic
and vital sectors in the economy – in
many ways a potent demonstration of
how a free market should work.

Each of these particular inefficiencies
may seem insignificant, but the
yearly cost is often anything but.
Currently we’re seeing an adjustment
in how commercial properties are
valued and managed, and that is
intensifying the action of market
forces. But brands with a distinctive
offer and sound management will
weather these conditions.

proactive and effective decisions when
faced with a softening market and
inflexible property costs?

So what of facilities management? Is
there scope for the management of
property and estates to make an impact
when the fundamental problem is that
properties just cost too damn much?

And, the second is that, once property
costs are examined in the round, they are
rarely as inflexible as they might seem.

It certainly isn’t a case of indiscriminate
cost-cutting. That’s an ill-informed
approach, and the bottom line can’t
ever be improved by looking at what
will be spent tomorrow, or even next
week. The shortest possible timeline is
12 weeks – that’s enough time both for
positive measures to take effect, and
for the negative impact of an ill-judged
approach to become clear.
But the ultra-short-term reaction is
understandable. When the economic
environment is threatening, it’s natural
to react in an emotional way. Even
experienced executives – especially
experienced executives – will make
decisions based on what ‘feels right’,
not what is objectively correct.
So how should organisations make

Well, the first thing to realise is that
property costs are rarely what they
first appear to be.

The vast majority of organisations look
at property and maintenance costs
separately. Energy and utility costs are
counted separately again, and staffing
costs another separate dataset. These
costs are then again held separately from
data on capitalisation, property P&L, and
property organisational strategy – an
immediate psychological obstacle.
Another is reluctance to bring operational
data together with financial data. That’s
often seen as the realm of accountants
who, even if they were to bring
operational data sets into their thinking,
would not necessarily have the technical
knowledge to interpret it effectively.
For example, variation in energy and utility
costs across sites of a similar size and
type can be substantial. The potential
culprits are generally quite simple – water
leak, outmoded lighting, inefficient
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HVAC, poor building shutdown, and a
few other possibilities –that requires both
financial and engineering knowledge
to identify them confidently.
Equally, maintenance costs can vary
hugely across an estate – and again the
reasons for that tend to be pretty simple.
The tolerance (or otherwise) of site-level
management for minor imperfections in
the building, the scheduling (or otherwise)
of such minor repairs, and obsolete or
outmoded (and hence unreliable) assets
account for the majority of variation in
maintenance costs. And, once identified,
all these challenges are easily and
cheaply addressed.
Each of these particular inefficiencies
may seem insignificant, but the
yearly cost is often anything but. In
fact, in a large estate with variable
profitability, it’s likely that something
in the region of 20% of sites will
be of borderline profitability.
In most of those sites, it’s likely that
there is an engineering solution, or
combination of solutions that could
return the site to break-even or beyond.
Where that can take the form of a capex
investment that can be depreciated
across seven years (as is usually the
case) the benefit will be apparent
within the 12-week period.
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Of course, all of these options rely
on accurate and up-to-date data,
which can be a challenge in itself. But
assuming the processes and systems
are in place to capture and manage
the data, analysis along these lines
can offer a route to profitability for
marginal sites. It won’t save anything
severely loss-making but, if applied
to, say, 100 sites that are consistently
close to break-even, the process can
totally transform the look of a financially
challenged estate.
Senior executives may not see this
work as properly the realm of facilities

management. Indeed many facilities
management providers may not see
this as work they could confidently
undertake. Data analytics in property is
still very much in its infancy.
But while the skill set is still rare, where
it exists at all, it only really exists in
facilities management. The methodology
is proven and effective. The need is
clear and the appetite is strong. What’s
needed is investment in skills, and a
realisation that the right analysis has the
potential to draw property management
into a genuine alignment with the
organisation’s business objectives.

What’s needed is investment
in skills, and a realisation
that the right analysis has
the potential to draw property
management into alignment
with the organisation’s
business objectives.
“”
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BEST
FOOT
FORWARD

Adam Williams, Group Transformation
Director at Capita, looks at how a radical
approach can have surprising benefits, right
across the facilities management landscape

BIO
Group Transformation Director
at Capita, Adam Williams is an
acknowledged innovator in the facilities
management sector. A specialist and
expert in procurement of enterprisescale outsourcing contracts, and a
commentator on the outsourcing industry
in general, he has applied his disruptive
approach to achieve significant results
across a wide range of industries.

Providers should focus
more on seeking out the
kind of contracts that
suit their strengths and
capabilities, so that quality
and value can be delivered
more efficiently, rather than
chasing large integrated or
fixed-price contracts.

“”
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I

t’s sometimes easy to see why
outsiders might condemn the facilities
management industry – with its
recent high-profile failures and talk
of government watch lists, you’d be
forgiven for thinking it’s all doom and
gloom in our sector. However, the
broadsheet headlines relating to FM
are mostly backwards-looking, and
as such don’t offer anything particularly
constructive to the debate around how
we can take our industry forwards to the
benefit of everyone involved. And that’s
what we should be focusing on.
Admittedly, for the past 15 years our
sector hasn’t been exemplary in its
governance. Creative accounting
has veiled the true extent of the
practices which undermine the
stability of the organisations employing
them, while toxic contracts and
squeezed (or non-existent) margins
are endemic, to the detriment of
provider, client, and end user alike.
But it really doesn’t have to be like
this; we can implement fresh thinking
and build something better.
FM is an industry with a service offering
that’s central to the positive experience
of our clients’ staff and customers –
clients which represent a significant
number of valuable sectors. The work of
FM professionals does matter, and we
not only have an opportunity to better
support the UK economy, but we have
the tools at our disposal. We just need
to be smarter, and think carefully about
how to disrupt the status quo. To even
begin to do that we need to look closely,
carefully and honestly about what got
us into this mess in the first place, and
work out how to tackle each challenge.
Firstly, there needs to be a significant
mindset change. Prioritising shareholder
interests above everything else
must no longer be acceptable. CFOs
should not be under pressure to make
commercial decisions which support
growth at the expense of sustainability –

or client objectives – in order to
spin the most positive financial
figures in their annual report.
Ultimately, providers need to stop
working for a pitiful, unsustainable 3-4%
margin (or, in some cases, 0%, as the
tendering ‘race to the bottom’ reaches
its most extreme outcome), and start
operating contracts with realistic figures.
It’s not only unsustainable to take on
contracts at such a low margin, but it
undermines the professionalism of our
industry, and scuppers any initiative
to attract the brightest and best new
entrants to the sector.
This will not only enable the
delivery of a quality service – raising
client satisfaction and ultimately
benefiting their business – but it will
also will ease cash flow. This will
reduce, if not avoid, the need for invoice
discounting, which is often used to
ensure that huge monthly or fortnightly
wage bills can be paid – after all, it
doesn’t take much of a mistake to
lose those three or four pennies
on the pound. More responsible, more
realistic behaviour would also have the
effect of leaving other pots of money
– including pension, sick pay, holiday
pay, training and uniform budgets –
unmolested. It’s currently not unusual
for these to be plundered to ease
cash flow and shore up profits.
Providers should also focus more on
seeking out the kind of contracts that
suit their strengths and capabilities, so
that quality and value can be delivered
more efficiently, rather than chasing
large integrated or fixed-price contracts
(which some providers have found they
are compelled to take on, in order to
‘feed the beast’). The latter approach
may lead to growth, but it’s not the
strategic variety; this kind of growth
leads to operational issues once the
impact has trickled down. The increasing
influence of the accountancy function on
governance (with operational experience
not being a common feature at C-suite
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level in many FM providers) means
that it’s unfortunately not unusual to
discover that contractual obligations are
impossible to fulfil at the agreed cost.
Procurement processes, too, require
closer attention going forward.
Procurement teams ought to focus
more on tallying up aspects such as
culture and partnership, specialism and
requirement, and less on hourly rates.
This enables a much more satisfactory
business relationship, built on trust and
mutual objectives. To date, it’s not been
uncommon to find that large contracts
are actually awarded using a desktop
exercise, with an unrealistically aggressive
approach to the productivity rate. This
can only result in a first year characterised
by firefighting and dissatisfaction, a
second year of regrouping, and it takes
until year three before they’re back
on an even keel. Of course, procuring
organisations also have to factor in any
consultant fees, which delays any ability
to turn a profit – I’ve even seen these
costs hidden within capex budgets,
written off over the life of a contract.
There is a common factor in these
sorts of challenges – they are all
characterised by a lack of understanding
about what it’s really like to be at the
coal face. We need to get this invaluable
asset – experience – back into the
C-suite, to ensure that problem-solving
isn’t just a paper exercise that revolves
around making the numbers work.
To illustrate this, consider the real-life
example of a train operating company,
which was having a problem with the
Right to Work documentation of 126
cleaning operatives. To replace these
employees wasn’t a quick or easy job, and
it certainly wasn’t cheap – but to simply lay
them off without replacement would have
brought the network to a standstill.
To replace each employee, the company
would have to recruit someone willing
to work early mornings, doing a lowstatus job for minimum wage, and then

it would have to pay roughly £3.5k per
person for trackside safety training (a
three-day course, plus staff pay and
accommodation costs), before that
employee would even begin work. And
of course, frequently these staff would
not like their work, so would move on as
soon as they could. The churn rate was
significant, and so was the outlay on
training and recruitment.
The solution was simple, yet involved
the sort of lateral thinking that’s not often
the norm in FM, and it was as a direct
result of front-line experience. Firstly, we
allocated a decent wage – something
along the lines of £11-12 per hour. Each
job became much more desirable, since
that put annual salaries somewhere in
the mid-twenties. This was made possible
by bringing in 21st century cleaning
technology and reducing the number of
operatives by two thirds. The advertised
vacancies attracted a higher calibre of
applicant, which led to the roles being
filled by a more committed workforce –
people with nous and drive to succeed –
which not only led to reduced churn, but to
a more effective service delivery, too.
But what’s stopping organisations from
coming up with this sort of solution
without calling in a consultant? In a word,
it’s a lack of operational experience.
We need more front-line staff rising to
the ranks of the C-suite, bringing their
knowledge with them to help inform
decision-making at the highest level. If
we get the model right – with providers
focusing on profit, rather than turnover,
and clients focused on value not cost –
then the industry can start to move to a
more sustainable footing.
Ultimately, an investment in people is
what’s needed. We need to invest in
attracting the right calibre of person to
our industry (and into the right roles); we
need to invest in educating staff, clients
and supply chain partners on how to
work more closely in partnership; and
we need to invest in more effectively
supporting people within their roles.

We need more front-line staff
rising to the ranks of the C-suite,
bringing their knowledge with
them to help inform decisionmaking at the highest level.
If we get the model right, then the
industry can start to move to a
more sustainable footing.

“”
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BIO
Frances Coppola spent many years designing financial
reporting and risk management systems for banks, most notably
the Royal Bank of Scotland, Midland Bank and NatWest. She
has since become one of the most insightful and balanced
economics writers working today, and she takes a particular
interest in the FM industry. Her work appears regularly in Forbes
and occasionally in the Financial Times, The Independent
and other news publications, as well as on her popular
blog coppolacomment.com. She is a regular commentator in the
broadcast media, including the BBC’s Newsnight.
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Productivity
puzzle
Frances Coppola, former financial risk management
consultant turned economics commentator, examines
the scope for productivity growth in FM, and looks at the
potential positive impact on the wider UK economy
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If contracts are more
accurately specified and
customer-FM provider
relationships closer, contract
risk should be lower and
cash flow more certain.

“”

T

he facilities
management
sector is one of the
brightest stars in
the UK’s corporate
firmament. It
weathered the
financial crisis
well and has
since grown at an average rate of
3.8 percent per annum despite the
UK’s economic doldrums. In 2017,
the UK’s FM sector was worth
approximately £120bn, contributed
an estimated 8% of Britain’s GDP
and employed 10% of its workforce.
The UK’s FM sector is mature by
international standards and somewhat
concentrated. It is dominated by a
handful of very large firms, which are
surrounded by a large satellite ring of
smaller companies and independent
contractors. This has coincided with
the rise of public sector contracts,

and managing contracts more
actively. This may make contracts
harder to win, but it could prove
beneficial for FM providers. If contracts
are more accurately specified and
customer-FM provider relationships
closer, contract risk should be lower
and cash flow more certain.

teams more effectively and manage
resources across disciplines, while
customers benefit from seamless
service delivery, common standards
and a single point of contact. CBRE
estimates that using a single FM
provider could boost value to
customers by up to 45%.

The collapse of Carillion, followed by
restructuring announcements from
Capita and Interserve, cast a shadow
over this bright outlook. But despite
this, the sector remains crucial to the
UK economy. A study by the TUC after
the fall of Carillion stopped short of
recommending that all public sector
contracts be taken back in-house,
arguing that the decision whether
or not to outsource should be
considered on a case-by-case basis.

Integration & concentration
The FM landscape is changing.
Deloitte observes that “growth
opportunities lie mainly with services
that are still provided by multiple small
vendors, or that are managed in house.”
They say that “encouraging clients to
integrate multiple smaller contracts
into bigger ones or contract out new
elements of facilities management
could help reduce costs for them and
potentially make the delivery of
services more effective.”

Post-Carillion, customers are becoming
more dictatorial about contract terms

For FM providers, integrating
contracts enables them to deploy

However, as well as risking the
reduction of service quality through
a tendency to focus on cost rather
than value, integrating contracts
tends to increase concentration in
the UK’s FM marketplace – reducing
competition. Increasingly, large firms
dominate customer relationships and
project management, while smaller
suppliers are engaged by large firms
to deliver services. For large FM
providers, professional management
of both customer expectations and
supplier performance is now a critical
part of the business. Procurement
has become a profit centre.

which are typically large, high-profile
and can have significant social impact.
Early in 2018, prospects for the FM
sector looked good. Deloitte’s Business
Services Outlook for 2018 said the
FM sector’s market potential “is
estimated to be significantly above its
current market size, which highlights
the potential for future growth.”

Productivity & performance
Despite its rapid growth, the FM
sector has historically been low-tech
and labour intensive. Much of the FM
sector consists of services, which are
notoriously resistant to technologicallydriven productivity improvements.
Even in ‘harder’ disciplines such as
construction, working practices relying
heavily on manual labour have proved
difficult to change.
Customers tend to expect FM
providers to deliver labour-intensive
services such as cleaning at a
significantly lower cost than would
be achieved in-house. In 2014, the
Invisible Workforce report from the
Equality and Human Rights Commission
observed: “Clients saw cleaning and
facility management contracts as an
easy way to find cost savings, but did
not consider the impact on cleaning
firms and workers when contract
values reduced but they expected

the same level of service.” When a
company doesn’t employ its cleaners,
and its managers never see them
because they work in the early
morning and the evening when
the office staff are not there, it can be
simply unaware of the impact
on those cleaners of determined
downwards pressure on costs.
FM providers have tended to achieve
necessary cost reductions by
reducing wages and adopting flexible
employment practices, rather than
investing in technology that would
reduce the need for labour. Partly, this
is because service delivery automation
requires complex technology, much
of which has only recently become
commercially available. But it also
arises from the financial structure of
FM firms and the structure of the UK’s
labour market. FM firms are cash-flow
sensitive and may lack significant assets
against which to borrow. Investing in
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technology is a large up-front cost that
places further strain on their balance
sheets. It also reduces short-term
returns to shareholders. Thus, while
there is a plentiful supply of low-skill,
low-paid labour, much of it from outside
the UK, to deliver the cost benefits
that customers expect, there is little
incentive for FM companies to invest in
labour-saving technology.

“”

FM companies
need to actively
seek out talented
individuals and
support their
training.

Three developments now threaten the
sector’s labour-intensive,
low-tech model:
• The Government’s National Minimum
Wage, National Living Wage and
apprenticeship levy
• Low unemployment
• Reduced immigration due to
Home Office restrictions and the
prospect of Brexit
There is no doubt that higher wages
in the FM sector due to Government
regulation and a tight labour market will
raise costs. The insurance company
Aviva discovered that migrating its FM
suppliers to a ‘Living Wage’ somewhat
above the Government’s NLW raised
costs by 4.42%. Aviva absorbed the
cost itself, but not all customers would
be so generous. Deloitte’s survey of
procurement in 2017 found that 77%
of procurement leaders in Europe were
looking for cost reductions. In the highly
competitive FM sector, continuing to
win contracts as wages rise means
absorbing higher costs. To maintain
profit margins, FM firms will need to
raise productivity.
Technology & skills
New technology offers FM providers
a golden opportunity to raise
productivity significantly.
In service delivery, technological
developments are exciting. Advanced
sensors enable cleaning and security
services to be delivered by unattended

robots, reducing the need to
maintain heating and lighting outside
office hours. Difficult and dangerous
jobs, such as high-level cleaning,
can be done by machines, while
camera-equipped drones can be
used to inspect roofs. Automatic
guided vehicles transport supplies
around large buildings such as hospitals
in a safe, hygienic and efficient way.
Even reception services can be
automated, with robots being used to
meet and greet, take visitors to rooms
and help them with travel information.
On the construction side, ‘smart’
buildings and the Internet of Things
promise to transform workplaces. The
CBRE estimates that by 2020, there
will be 25 billion connected things – a
fivefold increase since 2014. Linking
lights, sensors, windows, HVAC units,
doors and CCTV into a network that
responds automatically to end-user
stimulus reduces the need for human
management, freeing up customer and
FM staff for more productive activities.
It also enables data to be gathered
about facilities use, enabling process
redesign to deliver cost efficiencies
and improve service delivery.
As technology advances, workers
increasingly need technical skills.
This is a challenge for FM providers.
Currently, 51% of blue collar workers
make little use of technology in their
work. Upskilling even a proportion
of their number to meet the need for
tech-savvy workers in the future will
require substantial investment in
training and development.
Failing to meet this challenge would be
a mistake. FM customers are aware
of the benefits of technology. They
are already using smart buildings and
automated services, collecting and
analysing big data to help them identify
process efficiencies, and training

people in technical skills. In the future,
winning contracts will mean FM firms
must exceed, not simply match, the
pace of technology advance and skills
development at their customers.
There is another reason to invest
in skills, too. An increasing proportion
of the workers of the future will be
over 50. Many will lack the technical
skills needed in tomorrow’s workplaces.
The FM sector needs to lead the
way on reskilling older people
and integrating them into
multi-generational teams.
The FM sector is already finding
it difficult to attract and retain
skilled workers. Relying on workers
underwriting their own training is
unlikely to ensure a sufficient supply of
skilled staff in the future. FM companies
need to actively seek out talented
individuals and support their training.
Conclusion
For public and private sector
alike, FM continues to be a
lower-cost and more efficient
alternative to in-house services.
Customers benefit from economies
of scale within the FM sector
which can drive down costs, while
professionalism in service
delivery and enhanced access to
technology and skills can bring
real benefits to customer
organisations and their end users.
The FM world is threatened by
rising costs, but technology
creates an opportunity to raise
productivity. FM firms need to
abandon the low-pay, labour-intensive
model of the past and invest in
advanced technology and skills,
spearheading development of new
working practices and driving process
improvement and efficiencies to
deliver real value for customers.
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BY THE PEOPLE,
FOR THE PEOPLE

People are critical to both the delivery of facilities
management, and also the focus of its impact.
Rebecca Winward looks at the importance of the human
factor in FM, and asks what the future may hold

F

acilities management,
that’s just building
maintenance, isn’t
it? And here’s the
challenge facing the
facilities management
industry. The idea
of ‘just’. Workplace
environments, once
designed and built, can sometimes
slip from the list of business priorities,
and cease to be considered important.
They’re just the place in which the real
magic happens; there are customers
to be made happy, and profits to
be made. Except, they’re not ‘just’
anything. They ARE the place where
the magic happens, and are therefore
an integral part of it.
Yes, if there’s a lightbulb out in a
restaurant, then it might not have any
perceptible impact on that night’s
takings. And if the air con is unreliable
in a retail outlet, it’s easy to downplay
the impact on footfall and customer
dwell time, especially as the UK climate
isn’t known for its soaring temperatures.
Perhaps an office
manager might not
see the problem in
having one of the
ladies’ toilets out of
order, reasoning that
there are two other
cubicles within
the cloakroom.
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BIO

Rebecca Winward has been writing about the FM industry for 15
years. Advising FM companies on the market and their approach to it,
Rebecca has had an insider’s view of how the industry has changed
over the past decade, and is perfectly placed to comment on the
how much change is still required. Rebecca’s work has appeared in
numerous trade journals in the FM industry, and her insight and advice
is in high demand from leading companies in the sector.
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But good design is not enough on its own. To preserve
its positive impact, it must be maintained to a high level.

“”

Tangible effect
Of course, sometimes it makes sense
to save up small jobs to be done in one
go, believing that the direct impact on
operations will be minimal – or at least
bearable. However, it’s easy to lose
sight of the point at which FM failures
(or quality compromises) have a tangible
effect on people’s working, shopping,
living and leisure environments.
Consider the distress of a palliative
care patient, who discovers that their
oxygen cylinder may now only be
changed with a nurse in attendance,
because the newly appointed provider
of porter services has mandated that
its staff cannot handle medicines.
Or the company conference speaker
whose sensitivity to ambient
temperature means he is unable to
focus optimally on leading his important
session, because the event venue’s
air conditioning isn’t working and
ventilation is minimal. Or the gym-goer
who’s getting fed up with the lack of
hot water post-workout, is eyeing the
black mould on the shower ceiling with
concern, and wondering if she should
switch to the shiny new fitness studio
that has opened up across the street.
These three aren’t made-up examples
either, but real-life situations that have
been shared with me by friends within the
last few months. FM matters so much to
real people – in every aspect of their lives,
on a daily basis and at critical moments
– that we would be remiss to focus only
on the direct impact that well-planned,
efficiently organised FM operations can
make on a company’s bottom line.
Productivity impact
Of course, a few personal anecdotes
hardly constitutes a persuasive case
for more focus on the end user – but
there’s plenty of research to show
that environment can significantly
impact on people’s actions (including
their purchasing activities), wellbeing,
and productivity. From The Stoddart
Review (which revealed that an effective
workplace can improve productivity by
as much as 3.5%) to various reports
issued by organisations such as Sodexo
and Condeco, the importance of place
to people is clear. What’s also clear
is that there’s room for improvement.
Hatch Analytics – a consultancy which

applies social science principles
to obtain actionable data, so that
client companies can make informed
decisions about workplace and culture –
runs an online workplace survey, which
includes a module on ‘facilities’. It’s
quite revealing that the survey results
state 20% of the 40,000 respondents
to date don’t feel they have sufficient
light to be effective, while 80% feel they
lack fresh air quality, and only 49% are
satisfied with their acoustic privacy.
Perhaps one of the most famous
companies to place significant store by
working environment is Google, whose
new London HQ – which was green-lit
for construction last year – is breaking
the mould for British workplace design.
It’s not just an exercise in difference for
difference’s sake, either. There’s solid,
strategic reasoning behind the design of
the Google work environment, which is
why the company has chosen to build
their own building, rather than leasing.
At the launch of the new building, Joe
Borrett, the company’s Director of Real
Estate & Construction highlighted the
“purpose-built” nature of the building, and
how “offices and facilities play a key part
in shaping the Google culture.” He also
credited this focus as “one of the reasons
[Google is] known for being amongst the
best places to work in the industry.”
Naturally, not all businesses would
benefit from the quirky Google style
of workplace design, but the same
connection between workplace
environment and culture applies no
matter what the industry or building
type. A testament to that is the diverse
group of companies working with
Spacelab, an interior design and
architecture practice specialising in
people-oriented spaces. In a recent
article Director Rosie Haslem argued
powerfully for the capacity for good
workplace design to “bring people
together to interact, collaborate and
share knowledge – and potentially spark
innovative ideas.” It’s an attitude to
workspaces that is informing strategy
across a wider and wider range of
organisations worldwide.
But good design is not enough on its
own. To preserve its positive impact,
it must be maintained to a high level.
It’s no use devising a clever lighting

scheme which provides the optimal
level of light for office worker comfort if
faulty lamps are not replaced promptly.
A stylish restaurant interior will cease to
attract its clientele if it’s not spotlessly
clean. Similarly, a luxury goods retail
outlet could find customers turning their
noses up at the offering if the
walls and fittings aren’t perfectly
finished and presented to the highest
possible standard.
So the positive impact on people should
at least be an equal purpose of FM –
alongside the more obviously businessfocused objective of improving the
balance sheet. Indeed, putting the
wants and needs of customers and staff
first is not only the right thing to do, but
it will also impact on the success of any
organisation, which in turn feeds into
the balance sheet objective anyway.
People power
It’s pretty clear how significant an
impact FM has on people – but what
about the impact that people can have
on FM? Don’t let the glut of pro-tech
voices have you believing that the latest
devices and software are a panacea.
Yes, technology is a critical element
of the FM industry’s drive to become
more efficient and sustainable, but
not without the dovetailing of the right
human resource in the right areas
(which perhaps hasn’t always been
optimal in the past).
Cognitive technologies, artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning
capabilities are developing apace.
But they cannot – and will not, for the
foreseeable future, at least – replace
the decision-making ability of a skilled
member of staff when it comes to
complex situations.
Certain aspects of scientific thinking
support this assertion. For example,
leading neuroscientists including
Antonio Damasio (David Dornsife Chair
in Neuroscience and Professor of
Psychology, Philosophy and Neurology
at the University of Southern California)
and the late Oliver Sacks (Professor
of Neurology at the NYU School of
Medicine) have published case studies
which demonstrate emotion is essential
to complex decision making. Academic
voices within the sphere of information
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systems outline the limitations of tech
more specifically. For example, Dr Sam
Ransbotham, Associate Professor
at Boston College’s Carroll School
of Management, writing in the MIT
Sloan Management Review, cited the
limitations of data-driven algorithms
in unstructured problem solving. He
also referred to the superior ability
of human beings to make decisions
by extrapolating from similar (but
essentially different) situations, and
bearing in mind new information
such as coming regulatory changes.
Neither of these abilities would be
within the reach of a machine,
relying solely on existing data.
Even some of those at the cutting
edge of the AI industry are measured
(and indeed cautious) about the future.
Just a few months ago, at South
by Southwest®, Tesla and SpaceX
boss Elon Musk cautioned against
(under-regulated) development. He
explained that so-called ‘narrow’ AI
“is not a species-level risk. It will result
in dislocation, in lost jobs, and better
weaponry and that kind of thing, but it
is not a fundamental species level risk,
whereas digital super intelligence is.”
But Skynet-type worries aside, clever
tech is certainly a part of the future,
combined optimally with human resource
– indeed, the future is arguably already
here. Correctly applied, technology
already has the scope to revolutionize
FM operations to the mutual benefit of
providers, clients and end users alike.
But the emphasis must be on strategic,
intelligent solutions which facilitate
optimal workforce effectiveness. “If
the methods and processes within a
CAFM system are flawed – especially
in its integration with human actions –
then it will simply enable poor practice
to happen more quickly, rather than
address the fundamental issues of
efficiency and quality,” explains Jeff
Dewing, CEO of Cloudfm. “It’s not the
technology that matters most, it’s what
you do with it that counts.”
Of course, it’s critical that the workforce
is confident in using the devices and
software that enables this optimum
efficiency. It’s also key that they
understand the process in greater depth
than just how to achieve their day-to-day

interactions with the system – it’s not just
about the ‘how’, but also the ‘why’.
In the right sort of professional
environment, with an understanding of
the company’s purpose, staff have the
knowledge and confidence to make
the correct choices proactively and
independently, within the framework of
the company’s processes. And if this
also takes place in the right commercial
environment, doing so will fulfil their
role, their customer’s objectives, and
their employer’s purpose in one fell
swoop, as all three of these things will
have synergy. But having the knowledge
is down to training, and having the
confidence is down to culture.

So this is what the future
could look like; FM will indeed
become more tech-orientated
and data-driven, but it should
not be to the detriment of
the human factor – which still
remains both the focus of
the work and the means by
which it is optimally delivered.
The solution to quality and
efficiency in FM is to be
effected by the people, for the
people, and certainly shouldn’t
be downplayed as ‘just’
building maintenance.
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FM will indeed become
more tech-orientated and
data-driven, but it should
not be to the detriment of
the human factor.

“”

A report published earlier this year
by web-based HR software specialist
breatheHR – entitled The Culture
Economy – estimates that poor
company culture is costing the UK
economy £23.6bn per year; a positive
company culture is not a nice-to-have,
it’s a must-have, and it directly
relates to productivity, which
directly relates to the bottom line.
Winning move
It follows that companies which
have a definite focus on a positive
culture, supported by a comprehensive,
employee-focused training programme,
will find themselves in a win-win
situation. They will not only optimise
the productivity of their existing staff –
especially if their recruitment policies
for senior roles seek to retain and
elevate the valuable experience
held by front-line operatives – but
automatically attract the cream of
the crop when it comes to external
applicants for vacancies.
Slowly but surely, the sector can
increase the professionalism of its
workforce, and as a result attract
more of the type of candidate that
will contribute most effectively. It’s
at this point that the FM industry
can tip the balance and reach the
next level. It can go forward to
engage in greater levels of continuous
improvement, and be perceived in a
more accurate manner, as an important
business support service; one that’s
integral to the experiences of
staff and customers.

“”
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Digital Darwinism: Survival of the Fittest
in the Age of Business Disruption
Tom Goodwin | Kogan Page Inspire | £14.99
Never has technology
been a hotter topic than it
is right now. News of AI,
the Internet of Things and
Big Data continuously
flood the media – so much
so, it can be difficult to
separate the substance
from the hearsay.
In Digital Darwinism,
author Tom Goodwin
has set out to bring some
clarity and direction for
business leaders who are
less technically inclined
– and those who are
technically minded could
possibly learn a thing or
two as well.
When I picked up this
book, I must admit I was
slightly sceptical as to
how much value I would
get from it. Goodwin is
a renowned speaker
around marketing and
business, as well as Head
of Innovation for marketing
consultants, Zenith Media.
However, there are few
commentators that don’t
have some ‘advice’ on
how to approach digital
transformation.
Goodwin, on the other
hand, has a refreshing
perspective. He brings
a down-to-earth, wellstructured view on how to

evolve a business, and
to thrive in the age of
digital disruption.
In his own words, Digital
Darwinism is the byproduct of Goodwin’s
impatience at the lack of
sound, helpful advice on
how to make a business
future proof, and embrace
the exponential advance
of technology.
The result is a collection
of constructive advice
and guidance for business
leaders on how to
make the most of the
opportunities that
technology makes available
to them. Because, as
Goodwin puts it, in this
day and age, ‘digital isn’t
a thing – it’s everything’.
Change can be risky but,
in many circumstances,
no change is riskier still.
Goodwin directly addresses
the fear that change can
provoke, and pushes
the reader to consider
how different established
businesses would look if
they were started from
scratch today.
Goodwin makes a
compelling argument for
radical change as a core
business objective. To

support his argument, he
uses clever, engaging
examples such as his
analysis of how medical
practice can become more
customer-centric.
In this and several other
instances within the
book, Goodwin puts a
real emphasis on people
and empathy. As he says,
people’s core needs don’t
change so why not give
them what they want,
rather than convince them
that they want something.
Businesses have access
to an ever-expanding
range of digital tools to
improve and optimise user
experience. However, it’s
still all too common for
technology to be feared
or misunderstood.
Goodwin outlines a number
of useful approaches for
business leaders seeking
to produce creative
solutions to meet
customer expectations.
For example, Goodwin’s
examination of how
brands can influence and
personalise user experience
online, offers solid
guidelines on how brands
can meet the expectations
of a tech-savvy market.
Further, Goodwin’s

vision of the Internet of
Things gives the reader
a convincing perspective
on the possibilities of
predictive technology.
But, in his words, the
Internet of Things and
real-time tracking will only
work for businesses which
are willing to completely
re-think and re-shape
the interaction of their
business model and their
target market.
Because of the sheer
volume of tools and
advice, there is a very
real risk that brands
without a clear strategy
come to lose direction
and fail, both to optimise
their business model and
to fully meet the needs of
their customers.
Goodwin’s argument
is pretty strong, and on
the whole, an informed
reader will find much
worth considering in his
approach to technology
and business strategy.
While the title of the book
may not quite do justice to
the depth and complexity
of the content, readers
who do pick it up will find
real benefit, particularly
if they’re in, or aspire to
achieve, a leadership
position in business.

Change can be risky but,
in many circumstances,
no change is riskier still.
“”
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The Best Team Wins: The New Science
of High Performance
Adrian Gostik and Chester Elton | Simon & Schuster | £19.99
I should confess that I had
not previously heard of
Adrian Gostik and Chester
Elton – a duo whose
previous production The
Carrot Principle is wellknown enough to have lent
its name to their pseudoeponymous website… I’ll
leave you to look the site
up for yourself, but the
name is the sort of selfreferencing promotional
tactic that tends to put
British businesspeople on
their guard.

In a world where the ability of
humans to follow process and
perform repetitive tasks becomes
less and less important, our ability
to solve problems with creativity and
innovation becomes more so.

“”

Indeed, anything that
sounds much like ‘self
improvement’ has a
tendency to do that on this
side of the Atlantic. And
that’s a shame because,
while the genre does
indeed contain some of the
most irrelevant and useless
guff ever to have made it
into print, there are specks
of gold in the dross. The
Best Team Wins is one
such speck.
Having said that, even
within the text itself, some
sifting is required. The
first obstacle is simply
the prose style. Gostik
and Elton’s articulation is
bouncy and readable, but
readers who warm to a
more sober register may
find themselves reacting

much as Eeyore did to
Tigger’s irrepressibility.
Gostik and Elton’s access
to the senior leadership
at some impressive
organisations is genuinely
enviable, and from that
they are able to bring out
a seemingly endless string
of examples to back
up their thesis.
That thesis is hard to argue
with – essentially that
management of emotional
and psychological factors
in a team is more important
than the basics of process,
projects and programmes.
What many would find
easier to question is the
notion that this is easy or
even possible.
There are many
leaders who would
say that managing
with psychological
and emotional factors
uppermost in one’s mind
is essentially folly – too
time-consuming and too
unpredictable to allow in
anything other than the
smallest of teams.
Gostik and Elton argue
very convincingly that it
is at the root of success
in teams of every size.
Indeed, they are able to
draw on such a wide range

of examples to illustrate
their point that one is left
convinced not only of the
necessity of managing
in this way, but of the
achievability of doing so.
What results is a very
solid and compelling
playbook for how one can
adapt one’s leadership
style to make an asset,
and not a failing, of the
human idiosyncrasies and
differences of personality
that exist within one’s team.
This manifests itself not so
much in the book’s closing
section ‘101 ways to inspire
your team’ – it’s really too
long a list to get one’s
head round – but in the
many engagingly narrated
examples from industry.

in no doubt as to both the
desirability and practicality
of managing projects like
this, even in very large
organisations.
Gostik and Elton are also
admirably non-judgmental
on the issue of managing
Millennials – avoiding a
re-tread of the unflattering
clichés. Instead they simply
acknowledge that members
of different generations
may expect and appreciate
different things from their
leadership, and offer some
useful pointers on how
leaders can make small
changes to their style to
accommodate this.

The authors are particularly
good, for example, on
the topic of creating a
safe environment for new
joiners, citing compelling
and replicable examples
from Netflix, Johnson &
Johnson and Danaher,
amongst others.

In a world where the
ability of humans to follow
process and perform
repetitive tasks becomes
less and less important, our
ability to solve problems
with creativity and
innovation becomes more
so. In the modern business
world that is rarely
achieved by individuals.
This is why effective teams
are so important.

Their counsel on
cross-functional and
departmental working is
also quite inspiring, with
examples from Ford and
Skanska leaving the reader

Despite its flaws, The Best
Team Wins provides useful
direction for leaders looking
to enhance the productivity
of team members
working together.
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Quirky: The Remarkable Story of the Traits,
Foibles, and Genius of Breakthrough
Innovators Who Changed the World
Melissa A. Schilling | Public Affairs | £13.99
There are many inventors
who have changed the world
in some way – but within that
group there are a smattering
of innovators whose impact
is arguably greater, through
the sheer number of novel
ideas that they brought to
fruition. In this book Melissa
A. Schilling, one of the
world’s leading experts
on innovation, delves into
the lives of eight stand-out
masterminds whose multiple
inventions have significantly
furthered civilisation.
In exploring the histories of
Albert Einstein, Benjamin
Franklin, Elon Musk, Dean
Kamen, Nikola Tesla, Marie
Curie, Thomas Edison
and Steve Jobs, Schilling
identifies the common traits
and circumstances which
might enable a breakthrough
innovator. Her analysis
of their quirks – personal,
social, and emotional –
reveals that it’s unlikely to be
intellect alone which drives
this kind of serial brilliance.
The early chapters focus
on similarities of character
– for example, common
to all is/was a sense of
separateness; extreme
self-confidence, even in
the face of adversity; and
a drive to both work for the
work’s sake and for the

higher purpose of mankind’s
betterment. Schilling also
covers off the circumstantial
elements – such as her
subjects’ access to resources
(the fact that Steve Jobs
grew up surrounded by a
neighbourhood of Silicon
Valley engineers, is a case
in point) and particular
challenges and opportunities
presented by the era in
which they were living
(for example, the Russian
occupation of Poland may
have influenced the young
Marie Curie to develop
particular grit, and also
the impetus to build
a better world).
These in-depth biographical
details certainly illuminate
something about the context
in which genius can give
rise to ground-breaking
innovation. While some of
these insights can certainly
inform ways of nurturing
talent – such as the need
for separateness dictating
improved office design,
so that workers have
somewhere solitary where
they might engage in deep
thinking, uninterrupted;
or empowering teams to
challenge orthodox thinking
(perhaps even with separate
teams following different –
even competing – paths of
enquiry) – they do rather

beg the question whether
nature or nurture is the more
significant influence on serial
breakthrough innovators.
However, this question is not
answered definitively.
In fact, early on in the book
the question of Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
is raised – indeed, many of
the chosen innovators could
be said to display autistic
traits – but it is immediately
quashed. Einstein’s delayed
speech in childhood and
echolalia are dismissed as
not indicative of anything,
while the disregard for
social graces displayed
by Einstein, Steve Jobs,
Marie Curie and Dean
Kamen is put down to a
side-effect of their drive and
focus on work. However, I
find it quite revealing that
Schilling decides Bill Gates
could not be on the Autistic
Spectrum because he is
“extremely intelligent, highly
functional… [and] a very
open and emotional person,”
which perhaps betrays a
less-in-depth understanding
of those who might be at the
high-functioning end of the
spectrum. Call me a cynic,
but could this suggest a
reticence to acknowledge
inherent traits which might
not be easily emulated by
neurotypical people?

I can’t help but think that
the ‘takeaways’ from
this book are perhaps a
little bit overstated. The
promise of the final chapter
(and indeed, if you’re
receiving the book for
review, the press release)
is that the preceding
biographical insights offer
some invaluable insight
into nurturing everyone’s
potential for innovation.
Which, I guess, they do –
though perhaps not in quite
the detailed, in-depth way
in which one might expect
from a book marketed to
businesspeople.
Though I found it tricky
to ignore this book’s
flaws, I also found it richly
informative and enjoyable
to read; it’s a fascinating
insight into the lives of
some of the greatest
innovators of all time.
And the chosen eight are
certainly colourful and
intriguing subjects for such
biographical attention.
Quirky is a book which
is well-named – not only
does its title refer to the
eight eccentrically brilliant
innovators who are its
subjects, but it also
perfectly sums up this
unusual addition to the
business bookshelf.

There are many inventors who have changed the
world in some way – but within that group there are
a smattering of innovators whose impact is arguably
greater... stand-out masterminds whose multiple
inventions have significantly furthered civilisation.

“”

Last words

Ultimately, an investment in people is what’s
needed. We need to invest in attracting the
right calibre of person to our industry (and into
the right roles); we need to invest in educating
staff, clients and supply chain partners on how
to work more closely in partnership; and we
need to invest in more effectively supporting
people within their roles.
Adam Williams, Group Transformation Director, Capita

You can
achieve
more by
being nice
and kind.
Fred Sirieix, hospitality leader and TV personality

Our offices play a key part in shaping the Google
culture, which is one of the reasons we are known for
being amongst the best places to work.
Joe Borrett, Director of Real Estate & Construction, Google

Physical space can
enhance innovation.
It can be designed
to bring people
together to interact,
collaborate and
share knowledge.
Rosie Haslem, Director, Spacelab

I dropped anything that wasn’t
helpful. I got rid of anything that
looked like a distraction for the
team, and just focused on what
would make a difference.
Sir Clive Woodward, World-Cup-winning rugby coach

FM firms need to
abandon the lowpay, labour-intensive
model of the past and
invest in advanced
technology and skills.
Frances Coppola, economics writer for Forbes and the Financial Times

“”

Rather than worrying about
FM, technology, and the
workplace separately,
people are now starting
to think about how to
interconnect them to do
things differently, drive
agility, enable collaboration
and achieve integration.
James Yearsley, Lead Partner, Services, Deloitte UK

